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ABSTRACT 

The frequency and distribution of chiasma in meiotic of four species of 

Reithrodontomys {fulvescens, humulis, megalotis and montanus) were 

examined using standard light microscopy. R fulvescens and R humulis 

have the highest Rl values and R. megalotis and R montanus have the 

lowest. Among these species, the reduction in the number of linkage groups 

appears to indicate an increase in specialization. In all species examined in 

this study, a non-random distribution of chiasma was found. Four individuals 

of R humulis had a n = 27 cytotype and two of these had the two smallest 

chromosome sets unpaired in all cells examined. In both individuals, an 

examination of prophase II cells indicated a normal chromosomal 

complement. The sex chromosomes of each species have an end-to-end 

association, however, the presence or absence of chiasma was not 

determined. The X chromosomes were heteropycnotic in each species with 

the short arms being stained more than the short arms. In R. megalotis, 

chiasma frequency did not differ significantly between cells whh and whhout 

supernumeraries. Cells that had more than one supernumerary contained 

less proximal chiasmata than those with one or none.. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

"From the eariiest days of cytogenetics, students of chromosomes have 

asked what role chromosomal rearrangements play in speciation" (Mayr, 1969, 

p. 1). Over the last 30 years, the vast majority of information on chromosomal 

evolution in animals has been limited to comparisons between banded 

chromosomes from different species (Sharp and Hayman, 1988). Although 

mitotic chromosomes may show some results of chromosomal evolution, they 

are active participants in the process only if any changes survive the bottleneck 

of meiosis. The genus Reithrodontomys offers a unique opportunity to analyze 

patterns and processes of chromosomal evolution by examining meiotic 

recombination. The four species examined have a well-documented 

morphological, karyological, allozymic, and molecular phylogeny (Hooper, 

1952; Hood et al., 1984; Bradley, pers. comm.), and an extensive amount of 

data exists on the patterns of chromosomal evolution whhin the taxa. 

Meiosis 

The processes and functions of meiosis have been explained primarily 

by using plant and insect systems (see John, 1990, for a review). The majority of 

work on genetic recombination in mammals has dealt whh material from 

humans and house mice. Noted exceptions to this can be found in studies of 



marsupials (Sharp and Hayman, 1988), common shrews (Searle, 1986), 

Microtus (Ashley et al., 1989; Borodin et al., 1997), and Peromyscus (Hale and 

Greenbaum, 1986). 

Meiosis is a fundamental process in all sexually reproducing eukaryotes 

and can be characterized by three major events (Darlington, 1937; John, 1990; 

Wagner et al., 1993). In the first, a specific attraction between homologous 

chromosomes leads to a side-by-side pairing known as synapsis. This is a key 

event in meiosis on which all subsequent recombinational events depend. A 

tripartite structure, the synaptonemal complex, is associated closely with the 

chromosomes in early prophase I as first described by Moses (1958). It consists 

of a central and two lateral elements that generally extend the length of the 

paired homologous chromosomes and thus resolves the two parental genomes 

into the haploid number of bivalents. 

Once synapsis is complete, the chromosomes begin to condense but not 

equally along the their length. In general, heterochromatin condenses at a 

much faster rate than euchromatin (Stack, 1984). However, this differential 

condensation eventually is resolved, and the two categories of chromatin 

become indistinguishable. 

Not all chromosomes complete synapsis throughout their length, and 

several examples of this phenomenon have been reported (Darlington, 1937; 

Oakley and Jones, 1982; Moens and Short, 1983; Oakley, 1983). Normal 

crossing over usually cannot occur in regions without a synaptonemal complex. 



Therefore, chiasmata are localized to the synaptonemal complex. It must be 

noted, however, that a synaptonemal complex does not insure the formation of 

a chiasma (Jackson, 1984). 

The second significant stage in meiosis involves genetic recombination 

between non-sister chromatid arms. Janssens (1909) was the first to notice 

cross-like formations between homologous chromosomes during diplotene and 

diakinesis. He termed each of these structures a chiasma. A chiasma can be 

defined as the place in paired chromosomes where each homologue remains 

in contact and an exchange of genetic material has taken place (Janssens, 

1909; Reiger et al., 1991). Recombination, which yields allelic combinations 

different from each parent, has been considered the most Important aspect of 

meiosis (Maguire, 1992). The significance of this process has been suggested 

as advantageous by helping to adjust the genomes of populations to changing 

environments if there is continuous selection towards an optimal phenotype 

(Crow, 1988). 

Darlington (1939) was one of the first to suggest a correlation between 

frequency of chiasmata per cell and chromosome number. He termed this the 

Recombination Index (Dariington, 1939) which is the sum of the haploid number 

of chromosomes plus the average chiasma frequency. The evolutionary 

significance of this number is that too high of an Rl could break up 

advantageous combinations of genes. Conversely, too low of an Rl number 

could effectively prevent the formation of advantageous gene combinations. 



These evolutionary effects of recombination were followed up by Ford 

(1969), who suggested that natural selection acts upon the total effects of gene 

combinations and not single alleles. These comments form the basis for the 

belief that linkage groups of specialized organisms may be reduced to prevent 

too high of a recombination index, while the recombination index of generalized 

organisms may remain higher for adaptive purposes (Stebbins, 1950; Jackson, 

1971; Qumsiyeh, 1994). 

The behavior of sex bivalents in mammals has represented an enigma 

for genetic recombination. Two patterns of behavior regarding synaptonemal 

complex and chiasmata formation have been reported (for review, see John, 

1990). In the first pattern there is formation of a synaptonemal complex and 

crossing between the sex chromosomes (Benirschke, 1968; Wahrman et al., 

1983; Schmid et al., 1987; Hale and Greenbaum, 1986). A variant of this 

pattern is the formation of a synaptonemal complex in the XY bivalent but no 

chiasma formation, and the chromosomes become terminally associated at the 

telomeric regions (Joseph and Chandley, 1984; John, 1990). 

In the second pattern, a synaptonemal complex does not form and there 

is no crossing over (Sharp, 1982; John, 1990; Borodin et al., 1997). In 

mammals, this has been shown in Microtus (Ashley et al., 1989; Borodin et al., 

1997) and was used to make phylogenetic Inferences whhin this taxon. 

Carnero et al.. (1991) reported unpaired sex chromosomes in Pitymys and 

showed that they were attached to the nuclear membrane. 



The distribution and frequency of chiasmata can be attributed to various 

factors. Structural features of the chromosomes (Rees, 1961; John and King, 

1985; John, 1990) are important factors in the frequency of chiasmata. 

Metacentric chromosomes generally have higher chiasma frequencies than 

aero- or telocentric chromosomes. Also, in normal meiotic systems where each 

bivalent has at least one chiasma (Jackson, 1984), there are disproportionately 

lower chiasma frequencies per unit length in larger bivalents than smaller ones. 

(John, 1990). 

One of the most extensively studied feature of chromosomes is the 

consthuhive or C-band positive heterochromatin (for review, see John, 1988). 

All mammals examined have heterochromatin distributed throughout their 

genome; however, it varies in amounts as well as distribution among individuals 

(Pathak et al., 1973; Dev et al., 1975; Mascarello and Mazrimas, 1977; 

Braverstock et al., 1982; Hamilton et al., 1990). This type of chromatin has been 

shown to hinder the formation of chiasmata whhin its confines, leading to the 

conclusion that the chromosomal location of C-band poshive material will affect 

chiasma distribution. LoidI (1987) proposed that regions of constituitive 

heterochromatin do not synapse until after pachytene, thereby eliminating 

possible chiasma formation. On the other hand, recombination has been 

reported to occur preferentially in euchromatic segments close to 

heterochromatin (John, 1988). Data that support this statement were shown in 

analyses of the Chinese hamster (Moses, 1977) and the Sitka deer mouse 



(fulvescens, humulis, megalotis, montanus, and raviventris) currently are 

recognized (Hall, 1981). 

At present, there is karyological Information for all five species of 

Reithrodontomys in the United States. The diploid numbers are 2n = 38 in R. 

montanus and R raviventris, 2n = 42 in R megalotis, 2n = 50 in R. fulvescens, 

and 2n = 50 and 51 in R. humulis (for a review see Hood et al., 1984). In R. 

megalotis, zero to seven supernumerary chromosomes have been observed 

(Shellhammer, 1967). Among these supernumerary chromosomes. Peppers et 

al.. (1997) reported two distinct sizes. Extensive karyological variation has 

been reported whhin R fulvescens, R. megalotis, and R. humulis (Engstrom et 

al., 1981; Bradley et al., 1988). This variation is reported as changes in diploid 

number (R. humulis) to differences in fundamental number (R fulvescens and R. 

megalotis). 

Based on G- and C-band evidence, Robblns and Baker (1980) 

proposed that R fulvescens represents the ancestral karyotype for the genus 

Reithrodontomys. This karyotype is characterized by a high diploid number, 

whh primarily acrocentric chromosomes (Robblns and Baker 1980). Only three 

chromosomal rearrangements are needed to trace the G-band pattern back to 

what Is considered ancestral for peromycine rodents (Robblns and Baker 1980). 

Two species in this group, R montanus and R megalotis, were characterized by 

a reduced diploid number and a radically reorganized G-band karyotype 

(Robbins and Baker, 1980). These multiple changes are similar to those 



reported in certain species of Mi/s (Capanna et al., 1973) and Phyllostomid 

bats, and have been termed karyotypic megaevolution (Baker and Bickham, 

1980). 

Variation in quantity and distribution of constituitive heterochromatin 

within R fulvescens, R humulis, R. megalotis, and R montanus has been well 

documented (Robbins and Baker, 1980; Engstrom et al., 1981). In the species 

with higher diploid numbers (R. fulvescens and R humulis), there are relatively 

small amounts of C-band positive heterochromatin (Hamilton et al., 1990). This 

material is restricted primarily to regions adjacent to the centromere In all 

autosomes, predominantly on the p arm of the X chromosome and found 

throughout the Y (Robblns and Baker, 1980; Engstrom et al., 1981). The 

species with a reduced diploid number (R. megalotis and R. montanus) contain 

an increased amount of C-band positive material (Robbins and Baker, 1980; 

Hamilton et al., 1990). This increase in consthuhive heterochromatin appears to 

be located in the short arms of several chromosome pairs in both species 

(Robblns and Baker, 1980). 

Supernumerary Chromosomes 

One unique example of a stmcture composed primarily of C-band 

positive material is that of some supernumerary chromosomes. White (1973) 

defined these as chromosomes in addhion to the normal karyotype and not 

homologous, or only partly homologous, to members of the regular set. 
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Supernumerary chromosomes are found in a variety of taxonomic groups of 

plants and animals (Jones and Rees, 1982). The origin, nature, and evolution 

of these chromosomes remain largely unresolved, but various mechanisms of 

supernumerary chromosome evolution have been proposed. Patton (1977) 

suggested that they were the leftover products of centric fusion events. This 

was supported by Peppers et al.. (1997). Using fluorescent In shu hybridization. 

Peppers et al.. (1997) found that supernumerary chromosomes of 

Reithrodontomys megalotis contained C-band positive heterochromatin 

associated whh the centromeres of the normal complement. These extra 

chromosomal segments can be accumulated by non-random disjunction at 

meiosis and are limited only by their deleterious effects on the genome (Jones 

and Rees, 1982). 

Darlington (1956) was the first to suggest that supernumerary 

chromosomes might Influence the amount of genetic variability whhin 

populations. Jones and Rees (1982) postulated that this influence could be 

achieved by regulating the frequency and distribution of chiasmata. In support 

of these statements, empirical data have shown that supernumerary 

chromosomes have affected chiasma frequency and distribution among cells of 

grasshoppers (Bari<er, 1960; Fletcher and Hewitt, 1980) and plants (Jones and 

Rees, 1967; Zarchi et al., 1974; Jackson, 1984). At present, the effects of 

supernumerary chromosomes on chiasma frequency and distribution in 

mammals are unknown. 



Lack of effective pairing and chiasma fonnation among supernumerary 

chromosomes have been shown in various plant species (Grun, 1959; Jones 

and Rees, 1982). The most likely explanation for this is that they are too small 

to form chiasmata. Another possibility is that increased heterochromatization 

has hindered chiasma formation. In mammals, examples of small 

supernumeraries whh C-band positive material have been reported in 

Perognathus balleyl (Panon, 1977) and Reithrodontomys megalotis (Peppers et 

al., 1997). However, the formation of chiasmata among supernumeraries in 

these or other mammalian taxa is unknown. 

Objectives 

The purpose of this study is two-fold. The first objective is to compare the 

distribution and frequency of chiasmata among male harvest mice of the genus 

Reithrodontomys from the southern United States. This should offer new 

Insights into methods of chromosomal evolution with these taxs. 

Reithrodontomys raviventris W\\\ not be examined as \X is currently an 

endangered species and specimen collection is not possible. 

The second objective is to evaluate the effects of supernumerary 

chromosomes on the frequency and localization of chiasmata in the western 

harvest mouse, Reithrodontomys megalotis. These extra chromosomes have 

been well documented whhin the species (Shellhammer, 1967) and have been 

characterized for the various types of DNA present (Peppers et al., 1997). To 

10 



date, meiotic analyses concerning the effects of supernumerary chromosomes 

in mammals are lacking. This study should help further clarify the significance, 

if any, of supernumerary chromosomes in the genome organization of R 

megalotis. 
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CHAPTER II 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Specimens representing four species of Reithrodontomys (fulvescens, 

humulis, megalotis, and montanus) were collected from natural populations, 

using Sherman live-traps. The animals were housed In the Department of 

Biological Sciences at Texas Tech University (ACUC #97704). To facilhate the 

reproductive conditions, a single male was placed in a cage with two females of 

the same species. Food and water were given ad libitum. Upon completion of 

this study, all male specimens utilized were deposited in The Museum of Texas 

Tech University and prepared as vouchers. 

Meiocyte Preparation 

Scrotal males were sacrificed following guidelines of the Animal Care 

and Use Committee at Texas Tech University. Females were not analyzed. 

Meiotic preparations were performed In the laboratory following the procedures 

of Verma and Babu (1989) whh slight modifications. Both testes were removed 

and minced whh a razor blade, using 1 to 2 drops of 2.2% sodium chrate as a 

suspension buffer. The cell suspension was then placed In 10 ml of 1% sodium 

dtrate hypotonic solution. The suspension was incubated at 3 7 X for 15 

minutes and then fixed in a 3:1:1 methanol, acetic acid, and chloroform solution. 

12 



After centrifugation, three additional fixations were perfonned, and the material 

was then filtered to remove large pieces of tubule. 

Two to three drops of cell suspension were dropped onto slides, flamed 

dry, and placed in 0.25% aqueous solution of crystal violet for 3 minutes. The 

slides were then destained for 5 minutes in deionized water and then air-dried. 

Standard light microscopy, utilizing a Nikon microscope and objectives, was 

used to examine diakinesis bivalents. Representative Images of various 

bivalents from each species were taken using a Zeiss microscope with a 100X 

oil immersion lens and an image capture system for Macintosh (PIxera Corp.). 

Image clarity was enhanced using software from ADOBE Inc. Chromosome 

number, bivalent morphology, and chiasmata location and number per bivalent 

were recorded for five male specimens of each species using 50 meiocytes per 

individual and a total of 250 cells per species. 

Statistical Analyses 

Due to the lack of conclusive chiasma formation in the XY bivalents, they 

were excluded from all statistical analysis. Using the model for a maximum of 

two chiasma per bivalent, developed and discussed by Jackson (1984), each 

individual was checked for normal distribution of chiasma. This model assumes 

that at least one chiasma shall be allotted for each bivalent and that the 

remaining chiasma will be distributed at random (Jackson, 1984). Symbols 

used In Jackson (1984) are as follows: Cx = mean chiasma frequency per cell; 

13 



n = number of bivalents; l i = bivalent at diakinesis; i i i i i j are bivalents whh 

one and two chiasmata respectively; i = univalent. 

i i 2 = (Cx-n) 
n-(Cx-n) = 11^ 

Since univalents were present in several individuals of each species, 

cells also were tested for random distribution of chiasmata (Jackson, 1984). 

This model assumes that all chiasmata are distributed randomly among the 

bivalents of each meiocyte. The first step in this 2 chiasmata model was to 

determine values for both P and 0 by the following methods and equations 

(Jackson, 1984). 

Cx/2n = P; 1 - P = Q 

Whh these values, the random distribution of chiasma can be tested using the 

binomial (P + Q)^, whereby P equals the probability of chiasmata formation and 

Q equals the probability of chiasmata failure (Jackson, 1984). The average 

chiasma frequency per individual was used whh haploid number to determine 

the recombination index (Rl; Darlington, 1929). 

To compare inter- and intraspecific variation of chiasma frequency and 

distribution, a nested-one way analysis of covariance (nested-ANCOVA; SAS 

Systems) was used. Overall variation of Rl values for each species was 

analyzed using a one way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA; SAS Systems). In 

Reithrodontomys megalotis, addhional ANOVA's (SAS Systems) were 

performed to compare chiasma frequency and position in bivalents containing 

14 



supernumerary chromosomes to those whhout them. In each of the previous 

analyses, the null hypothesis was that significant variation among the various 

classes did not exist. 

Specimens Examined 

Collection data for the 20 specimens representing the four species are as 

follows: R fulvescens, 5 mi N of Callon, Hwy 167, Oauchita Co., Arkansas 

(TK's 78309 and 78312); 1 mi N of Calion, Hwy 167. Union Co., Arî ansas (TK 

78310); Gus Engeling Wildlife Management Area, Anderson Co., Texas (TK 

78311); 3 mi E Tecumseh, Powattomie Co., Oklahoma (TK 78313); R humulis, 

Edward J. Meeman Biological Station, Shelby Co., Tennessee (TK 78314, 

78315, 78316, 18317, and 78118); R megalotis, 4 mi N of Lubbock, 3 mi E of I-

27, Lubbock Co., Texas (TK 's 78319, 78320, 78321, 78322, and 78323); R. 

montanus, 4.4 mi W Lubbock, 0.5 mi S Hwy 114, Hockley Co., Texas (TK 

78324, 78325, 78326, and 78327); Matador Wildlife Management Area, Cottle 

Co., Texas (TK 78328). 

15 



CHAPTER II 

RESULTS 

Meiotic Analysis of Reithrodontomys fulvescens 

All cells had n = 25 (Figure 1), and the chiasma frequency for autosomes 

was 26.26 to 27.54 per cell whh a mean of 25.87 (Table 1). These values 

equated to 1.08 chiasma per autosomal bivalent. One individual (TK 78313) 

had two cells (4%) with the largest bivalent having three chiasmata (Figure 2). 

The sex bivalents in all meiocytes, showed an end-to-end association and 

heteropycnotic X chromosome arms, but presence or absence of a chiasma 

was not determined (Figure 2). Autosomal univalents were not found, but 2.8% 

of the cells had sex chromosomes that were not associated at diakinesis. 

Condensation of the chromatin was increased in univalents compared to that of 

the paired autosomes. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed significant 

differences in chiasma frequency (P < 0.0001) among all individuals (Table 1). 

Ahhough sample sizes were Inadequate to test populational 

relationships, painvise comparisons among individuals showed a pattern of 

chiasma frequency among the various localhies (Table 1). All individuals from 

Arkansas had no significant differences inter se but were significant for 

differences whh the Oklahoma individual. Chiasma frequency for the 

Union Co., Arî ansas, individual was not significantly different from that of the 

Texas animal. The Texas and Oklahoma individuals were not significantly 

16 



Figure 1. Diakinesis chromosomes of a male fulvous harvest mouse 
(Reithrodontomys fulvescens). There are 25 bivalents including the XY pair. 

17 



Table 1. Chiasma frequencies and recombination indices of 4 species of 
Reithrodontomys irom the United States. 

Species 

Reithrodontomys 
fulvescens 

Reithrodontomys 
humulis 

Reithrodontomys 
megalotis 

Reithrodontomys 
montanus 

Individual 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

2n 

50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
54 
54 
50 
54 
54 
42 
42 
42 
42 
42 
38 
38 
38 
38 
38 

Chiasma Frequency^ 

27.54 
27.14 
26.26 
26.70 
26.80 
25.86 
26.40 
25.90 
27.52 
27.12 
21.40 
21.64 
21.60 
21.36 
21.84 
22.46 
21.28 
21.92 
20.48 
20.18 

RV^ 

51.54 
51.14 
50.26 
50.70 
50.80 
51.86 
52.40 
49.90 
53.52 
53.12 
41.40 
41.64 
41.60 
41.36 
41.84 
40.46 
39.28 
39.92 
38.48 
38.18 

^All values do not include the X and Y chromosomes. 
^ Rl is defined in the text. 
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Figure 2. Representations of distinctive diakinesis chromosomes in 
Reithrodontomys from the United States, (a) A 3-chiasma bivalent, (b) End to 
end association of the XY pair. Note the heteropycnotic arms of the X 
chromosome, (c) interstitial chiasma at diakinesis. (d) Proximal chiasma at 
diakinesis. 
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different. The Recombination Index (Rl) was 50.26 to 51.54 whh an average of 

50.89 (Table 1). 

The distribution of autosomal chiasmata followed a normal pattern whh 

each bivalent pair receiving at least one chiasma (Figure 3; Table 2). The test 

for random distribution showed significant differences between observed and 

expected numbers of i i j , i i i , and 2 i , respectively (Table 2). Total Intersthial 

chiasmata averaged 11.58 per cell for five individuals whh 10.10 per cell 

representing the lowest value and 12.7 per cell the highest (Table 3). An 

ANOVA analysis showed significant differences in chiasma frequency (P < 

0.0001) among all individuals (Table 3). As whh frequency values, the number 

of intersthial chiasma per cell followed the same trend whh collection locality of 

the individuals. 

Meiotic Analysis of Reithrodontomys humulis 

Reithrodontomys humulis cells were scored for total number of 

autosomal chiasma (Figures 4, 5, and 6). All cells from four individuals had n = 

27, which is a new report for R. humulis, and the cells from one individual had n 

= 25. The chiasma frequency of autosomes for both diploid numbers was 25.86 

to 27.52 per cell with a mean of 26.56 (Table 1). These values equated to 1.04 

chiasma per autosomal bivalent. 
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Figure 3. Graphic representation of chiasma distribution in the fulvous 
harvest mouse (Reithrodontomys fulvescens). 
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Table 2. Diakinesis bivalent types in Reithrodontomys fulvescens based on the 
random (R) and non-random (NR) models of chiasma distribution. Fifty 
meiocytes were analyzed for each individual. 

animal 
no. 

1 

2 

4 

6 

7 

Observed and 
Expected 

Ob 
NR 

R 
Ob 
NR 

R 
Ob 
NR 

R 
Ob 
NR 

R 
Ob 
NR 

R 

»2 

175 
177 

395.37 
157 
157 

383.07 
113 
113 

359.05 
135 
134 

370.96 
140 
134 

360.36 

111 

1025 
1023 

586.86 
1043 
1043 

589.86 
1087 
1087 

587.88 
1065 
1066 

592.47 
1060 
1066 

594.47 

21 

0 
0 

217.77 
0 
0 

227.07 
0 
0 

246.25 
0 
0 

234.43 
0 
0 

245.16 

P-value 

p > 0.70 
p < 0.001 

p > 0.95 
p < 0.001 

p > 0.95 
p < 0.001 

p > 0.90 
p < 0.001 

p > 0.50 
p < 0.001 
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Table 3. Interstitial chiasma in 4 species of Reithrodontomys Uom the 
United States. 

Species 

R fulvescens 

R. humulis 

R megalotis 

R montanus 

Individual 

1 
2 
4 
6 
7 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
5 
6 
7 
8 
1 
3 
4 
5 
6 

2n 

50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
54 
54 
50 
54 
54 
42 
42 
42 
42 
42 
38 
38 
38 
38 
38 

Mean Interstitial Chiasma 

12.70 
12.18 
11.78 
10.78 
10.06 

9.66 
6.86 
7.58 
7.72 
7.06 
4.52 
6.20 
6.28 
7.30 
7.68 

10.76 
11.98 
12.74 
11.26 
10.76 

% of TotaP 

52.92 
50.75 
49.08 
44.92 
41.92 
37.15 
26.38 
31.58 
29.62 
27.15 
22.60 
31.00 
31.40 
36.50 
38.40 
59.78 
66.56 
70.78 
62.56 
59.78 

^Values do not include the X and Y chromosome pairs. 
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Fiqure 4 Diakinesis chromosomes of a male eastem harvest mouse 
(Reithrodontomys humulis). There are 27 bivalents including the XY pair. 
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Figure 5. Diakinesis chromosomes of a male eastern harvest mouse 
(Reithrodontomys humulis). There are 26 bivalents, including the XY pair, and 
2 autosomal univalents. 
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Figure 6. Diakinesis chromosomes of a male eastern harvest mouse 
(Reithrodontomys humulis). There are 25 bivalents including the XY pair. 
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Sex bivalents showed an end-to-end association, but presence or 

absence of a chiasma was not determined (Figure 2). The X chromosome arms 

were heteropycnotic and differentially stained (Figure 2). 

Autosomal univalents were found In all individuals whh n = 27 (Figure 5). 

In two individuals, the smallest chromosomes did not form a chiasma in the 50 

cells examined (Figure 5). The remaining two individuals whh n = 27 had 8% 

and 12% of univalents per cell whh the two smallest pairs again accounting for 

all of the univalency. In each case, the univalents were more condensed than 

the bivalents. The n = 25 cytotype had no autosomal univalents. Among all 

individuals, 4.4% of the cells had sex chromosomes not associated at 

diakinesis. As whh the univalent autosomes, the univalent sex chromosomes 

were more condensed than those in bivalents. 

The autosomal Recombination Index was 49.9 to 53.52 whh an average 

of 52.16 (Table 1). The n = 25 individual had the lowest Rl value. By not 

counting univalents, the autosomal distribution of chiasmata followed a normal 

pattern (Figure 7; Table 4). Ahhough the univalents were used only in the test 

for random chiasma distribution, there were significant differences between 

observed and expected numbers of i i j . i i i , and 2i (Table 4). Total interstitial 

chiasmata had a summed average of 7.78 per cell (30.39%) for five individuals 

whh a low of 6.86 and a high of 9.66 per cell (Table 3). An analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) showed significant differences in chiasma frequency (P < 0.0001) 

among all individuals (Table 3). 
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30 

Figure 7. Graphic representation of chiasma distribution in the eastern harvest 
mouse (Reithrodontomys humulis). 
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Table 4. Diakinesis bivalent types in Reithrodontomys humulis based on the 
random (R) and non-random (NR) models of chiasma distribution. Fifty 
meiocytes were analyzed for each individual. 

animal 
no. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Observed and 
Expected 

Ob 
NR 

R 
Ob 
NR 

R 
Ob 
NR 

R 
Ob 
NR 

R 
Ob 
NR 

R 

II2 

42 
43 

316.59 
71 
71 

335.48 
92 
95 

349.92 
81 
76 

363.79 
62 
56 

354.23 

111 

1208 
1207 

649.98 
1178 
1180 

649.83 
1108 
1105 

596.16 
1215 
1224 

647.81 
1232 
1244 

648.74 

21 

50 
0 

328.91 
51 
0 

314.68 
0 
0 

253.92 
4 
0 

288.39 
6 
0 

297.02 

P-value 

p > 0.70 
p < 0.001 

p > 0.70 
p < 0.001 

p > 0.70 
p < 0.001 

p > 0.50 
p < 0.001 

p > 0.30 
p < 0.001 
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Meiotic Analysis of Reithrodontomys megalotis 

All cells had n = 21 and many (191) had one to three supernumerary 

chromosomes (Figure 8). The chiasma frequency for autosomes was 21.36 to 

21.84 per cell whh a mean of 21.57 (Table 1). These values equated to 1.08 

chiasma per autosomal bivalent. In seven cells (2.8%), the largest bivalent had 

three chiasmata (Figure 2). Sex bivalents had an end-to-end association and 

heteropycnotic X chromosome arms, but the presence or absence of a chiasma 

was not determined (Figure 2). Autosomal univalents occurred in 2.4% of all 

cells, and 2.8% of the cells had sex chromosome univalents. In all cases, 

autosomal and sex univalents were more condensed than the bivalents. An 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed no significant differences in chiasma 

frequency (P > 0.055) among the individuals. The autosomal Recombination 

Index was 41.36 to 41.84 whh an average of 41.57 (Table 1). 

After removal of univalents and 3 chiasmata bivalents from the data set, 

the autosomal distribution of chiasmata followed a normal pattern whh each 

bivalent receiving at least one chiasma (Figure 9; Table 5). The test for random 

chiasmata distribution showed significant differences between observed and 

expected numbers of i i j , i i i . and 2i (Table 5). Observations indicated that 

all two chiasmata conditions were on the largest chromosome pairs (Figure 8). 

If one two-chiasmata bivalent was present per cell, it was always the largest pair 

of chromosomes. Total intersthial chiasma averaged 6.54 per cell for all five 

individuals whh 4.52 being the lowest value, 
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Figure 8. Diakinesis chromosomes of a male western harvest mouse 
-{Reithrodontomys megalotis). There are 21 bivalents including the XY pair. 
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Figure 9. Graphic representation of chiasma distribution in the western 
harvest mouse (Reithrodontomysmegalotis). 
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Table 5. Diakinesis bivalent types in Reithrodontomys megalotis based on the 
random (R) and non-random (NR) models of chiasma distribution. Fifty 
meiocytes were analyzed for each individual. 

animal 
no. 

1 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Observed and 
Expected 

Ob 
NR 

R 
Ob 
NR 

R 
Ob 
NR 

R 
Ob 
NR 

R 
Ob 
NR 

R 

II2 

68 
70 

286.23 
82 
82 

292.14 
80 
80 

291.60 
69 
68 

285.16 
92 
92 

198.12 

"1 

931 
930 

497.55 
917 
918 

496.64 
919 
920 

496.80 
930 
932 

497.69 
906 
908 

508.48 

21 

1 
0 

216.23 
1 
0 

210.68 
1 
0 

211.60 
1 
0 

217.16 
2 
0 

206.12 

P-value 

p > 0.70 
p < 0.001 

p > 0.95 
p < 0.001 

p > 0.95 
p < 0.001 

p > 0.90 
p < 0.001 

p > 0.90 
p < 0.001 
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and 7.68 per cell the highest (Table 3). An analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

showed significant differences in chiasma frequency (P < 0.0001) among all 

individuals. 

Meiotic Analysis of Reithrodontomys montanus 

All cells had n = 19 (Figure 10), and the autosomal chiasma frequency 

was 20.18 to 22.46 per cell whh a mean of 21.26 (Table 1). These values 

equate to 1.18 chiasma per autosomal bivalent. The sex bivalents showed an 

end-to-end association and heteropycnotic X chromosome arms, but presence 

or absence of a chiasmata was not determined (Figure 2). Autosomal 

univalents were not found, but 10.8% of the cells had univalent sex 

chromosomes. In each case, the univalents were more condensed than 

autosomal bivalents. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed significant 

differences in autosomal chiasma frequency (P < 0.0001) among all individuals. 

The autosomal Rl was 38.18 to 40.46 whh an average of 39.26 (Table 1). 

Correlations between both values of recombination and locality of collection 

were not evident. 

The autosomal distribution of chiasmata followed a normal pattern whh 

each bivalent with at least one chiasma (Figure 11; Table 6). The test for 

random distribution showed significant differences between observed and 

expected numbers of i i j , i i i , and 2i (Table 6). Total intersthial chiasmata 

averaged 11.5 per cell for five individuals whh 10.76 per cell the lowest and 
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Figure 10. Diakinesis chromosomes of a male montane harvest mouse 
(Reithrodontomys montanus). There are 19 bivalents including the XY pair. 
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Figure 11. Graphic representation of chiasma distribution in the montane 
harvest mouse (Reithrodontomys montanus). 
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Table 6. Diakinesis bivalent types in Reithrodontomys montanus base6 on the 
random (R) and non-random (NR) models of chiasma distribution. Fifty 
meiocytes were analyzed for each individual. 

animal 
no. 

1 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Observed and 
Expected 

Ob 
NR 

R 
Ob 
NR 

R 
Ob 
NR 

R 
Ob 
NR 

R 
Ob 
NR 

R 

"2 

223 
223 

389.38 
165 
164 

349.28 
196 
196 

370.88 
123 
124 

323.76 
107 
109 

314.72 

"1 

676 
677 

469.25 
835 
836 

483.44 
704 
704 

476.24 
777 
776 

490.48 
793 
791 

492.56 

21 

1 
0 

141.38 
0 
0 

167.28 
0 
0 

152.88 
0 
0 

185.76 
0 
0 

192.72 

P-value 

p > 0.95 
p < 0.001 

p > 0.90 
p < 0.001 

p > 0.95 
p < 0.001 

p > 0.90 
p < 0.001 

p > 0.70 
p < 0.001 
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12.74 the highest (Table 3). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed significant 

differences in chiasma frequency (P < 0.0001) among all individuals. As with 

chiasma frequency values, there were no discernible trends among individuals 

for number of interstitial sites. 

Meiotic Comparisons Among Species of Reithrodontomys 

Among the species used in this study, significant variation exists in both 

frequency (Table 1) and distribution (Table 3) of chiasmata. Ahhough overall Rl 

values were significantly different among all of the species, those whh the 

highest diploid number (/?. fulvescens and R humulis) were not significantly 

different from each other. 

Meiotic Analysis of Supernumerary Chromosomes in 
Reithrodontomys megalotis 

One hundred ninety-one cells had one to three supernumerary 

chromosomes (Figure 9). The average autosomal chiasma frequency for the 

supernumerary chromosome cell class was 21.59, whereas those cells without 

supernumeraries had a frequency of 21.49 (Table 7). The Rl value for cells 

containing supernumerary chromosomes was 41.59 and cells whhout had an Rl 

value of 41.49 (Table 7). 

Intersthial autosomal chiasmata averaged 6.34 per cell with supernumerary 

chromosomes and 6.58 in cells whhout supernumerary 
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Table 7. Chiasma frequency and recombination indices of cells whh 
and whhout supernumerary chromosomes in Reithrodontomys megalotis. 

Supernumeraries Total Chiasmata per cell RP*̂  

present 21.59 41.59 
absent 21.49 41.49 

^All values do not include the X and Y chromosomes. 
^Rl is defined in the text. 
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chromosomes (Table 8). In both cases, an ANOVA test showed no significant 

differences between the two classes (Table 8). Comparisons of the number of 

proximal intersthial chiasmata did show significant variation (Table 8). 
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Table 8. Interstitial and proximal chiasma comparisons in cells whh and 
whhout supernumerary chromosomes in Reithrodontomys megalotis. 

Supernumeraries 

present 
absent 

Intersthial 

6.34 
6.58 

% of TotaP 

31.70 
32.90 

Proximal 

1.31^ 
1.68" 

% of Totar 

6.55 
8.40 

Values do not include the X and Y chromosome pairs. 
^ There are significant differences between these groups (p = 0.047). 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

The four species examined in the present study, can be divided into two 

groups based on diploid numbers (Engstrom et al., 1981). Reithrodontomys 

fulvescens and R. humulis have high diploid numbers (2n = 50 to 54) whh a 

predominantly acrocentric karyotype. These species have undergone slight to 

moderate chromosomal evolution when compared to the other two (Robbins 

and Baker, 1980). The 2n = 54 of R humulis represents an increase in 

chromosome number previously unreported. W is important to note that both the 

2n = 50 and 2n = 54 cytotypes were captured in the same population. At 

present, evidence of hybridization between these two cytotypes is not available. 

The second chromosomal group (R megalotis, and R. montanus) is 

characterized by a reduced diploid number (2n = 38 to 42), a radical 

reorganization of the genome, and a karyotype consisting of biarmed 

chromosomes. Baker and Bickham (1980) used the term karyotypic 

megaevolution to describe this rapid process of chromosomal evolution. In this 

process, the G-banded chromosomes of the species in question cannot be 

correctly "paired" with a G-banded karyotype considered ancestral for the genus 

(Robins and Baker, 1980). 
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Chiasma Frequency in Reithrodontomys 

The amount of recombination in any species is determined by the 

chromosome number and the amount of crossing over in each chromosome 

(Dariington, 1939). Therefore, species whh higher diploid numbers, or more 

linkage groups, should show considerably more genetic recombination than 

taxa whh lower numbers (Dariington, 1939; White, 1973). Reithrodontomys 

fulvescens and R. humulis have higher diploid numbers and chiasma 

frequencies than R megalotis and R. montanus. Consequently, both of the 

former species have significantly higher Rl values than the latter. 

Based on studies examining chromosomal evolution in these four 

species, R fulvescens has the karyotype that most closely resembles that found 

in the ancestor of all Reithrodontomys, R humulis has an intermediate 

karyotype, and R. megalotis and R montanus have the most highly derived 

karyotypes of the group (Carfeton and Meyers, 1979; Robblns and Baker, 

1980). The extent of chromosomal evolution whhin a species appears to have 

an effect on the recombination potential of various taxa (Jackson, 1985). R. 

fulvescens has the least amount of chromosomal change, but h has a 

comparatively high level of recombination for these species. The trend 

continues whh R humulis a\so having a high level of recombination that is 

approximately the same as R fulvescens. However, h must be noted that the R. 

humulis population contains members whh a higher 2n than previously 

reported. The Rl value is somewhat lower for the 2n = 50 individual, and 
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additional individuals whh this karyotype need to be included to best determine 

the effects of chromosomal evolution on chiasma frequency. The two species 

whh the lowest recombination (R megalotis and R. montanus) have undergone 

extensive chromosomal evolution. The radical genome rearrangement of these 

species also has lowered the number of linkage groups. 

When comparing species based on the recombination index, those whh 

the higher index generally are considered as genetically more flexible than 

those whh lower Rl values. This is due to the fact that larger Rl values produce 

greater numbers of new gene combinations by random assortment and 

recombination (Darlington, 1939; Stebbins, 1950). On the other hand, smaller 

Rl values tend not to break up advantageous gene combinations over a greater 

time frame (Stebbins, 1950). The significance of increased recombination can 

be summarized as the main immediate source of variability for the action of 

selection in the evolution of populations (Stebbins, 1950). 

An example of the previous statement is as follows. If we assume that 

every bivalent is heterozygous for at least two widely separated alleles, whh a 

crossover between them, then the theoretical number of gametes produced 

should be 4", where n = the number of linkage groups (Jackson, 1971). In the 

four species investigated, R. fulvescens an6 R humulis v/ou\6 produce the most 

kinds of gametes, 2.81 x 10^' and 4.50 x 10 '̂ respectively (Table 9). 

Conversely. R. megalotis and R montanus \NOU\6 produce the fewest, 1.10 x 

10'^ and 6.87 x 10'° (Table 9). Increasing the number of kinds of gametes has 
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been suggested as advantageous by helping adjust the genomes of 

populations to changing environments if there is continuous selection towards 

an optimal phenotype (Crow, 1988). Therefore, we can assume that R 

fulvescens and R. humulis should be better able to adapt to more significant 

environmental changes than R. megalotis and R montanus. By applying the 

afore mentioned hypotheses to these taxa, we also can surmise that R. 

fulvescens and R humulis are the most genetically flexible of the four species, 

while R. megalotis and R montanus are the least flexible. 

Ahhough mitochondrial DNA is not directly affected by the amount of 

nuclear recombination, sequence analysis of the cytochrome b gene in 

Reithrodontomys supports that R fulvescens and R humulis are the most basal 

phylogenetically and the least specialized of these four taxa (Bradley, 

unpublished data). Conversely, R. megalotis and R montanus had the most 

divergent 
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Table 9. Comparisons of gametic potential, morphological, chromosomal, 
ecological, and molecular evolution among four species of Reithrodontomys irom 
the southern United States. 

Species 4" 1 

R fulvescens 2.81x10'* 

R humulis 2.81x10'* 
4.50x10'' 

R megalotis 1.10x10'^ 

R montanus 6.87x10'° 

y/lorphology 

S 

G 
G 

1 

1 

Chromosomes 

G 

1 
? 

S 

S 

Habitat 

G 

G 
G 

S 

S 

Mitochondria 

G 

1 
1 

S 

S 

"The number of bivalents per cell. 
S=specialist, l=intermediate specialist, G=generalist. 
? Has not been determined at present 
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haplotypes based on this same data set (Bradley, unpublished data). The data 

showed that R fulvescens had the least amount of sequence variation from the 

ancestral form of Reithrodontomys, whereas R. humulis had intermediate 

variation. R. megalotis and R montanus have the most derived mitochondrial 

haplotype of the four taxa. 

Hooper (1952) compared morphological characters that he considered 

specialized in the genus. Using these, he characterized R humulis as the most 

generalized, R fulvescens as the most specialized, and R. megalotis and R. 

montanus as intermediates whhin the species in the United States. The primary 

reason R fulvescens was considered specialized is the increased length of the 

tail and hind foot, which aid in its semi-artDoreal lifestyle (Hooper, 1952). These 

findings conflict whh the previously mentioned notion that species whh a 

reduction in linkage groups may be more specialized (Jackson, 1971, 1984; 

Qumsiyeh, 1994; present study). The exact reason for the incongruence in 

these data sets is not currently understood. 

One possible explanation is the effect of environmental constraints 

placed upon each species. Reithrodontomys fulvescens an6 R. humulis are 

known to inhabit a wide range of habitats such as grassy fields containing 

shrubs, pine-grass ecotones, old-field successions, thickets, and honeysuckle 

thickets (Spencer and Cameron, 1982; Stalling, 1997). Whereas, R. megalotis 

and R. montanus are restricted predominantly to open grassy areas (Webster 

and Jones, 1982; Wilkins, 1986). Therefore, if the habitat requirements for the 
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R fulvescens and R humulis are more generalized, then we should expect a 

higher number of linkage groups and kinds of gametes. Although R fulvescens 

may have a morphological adaptation for climbing, in the variable ecological 

shuations in which h occurs, selection appears to favor an increased number of 

linkage groups. 

Chiasma Distribution in Reithrodontomys 

The chiasma distribution in all four species followed a non-random 

pattern. Whh the exception of two small chromosomes in two individuals of R. 

humulis, all homologous sets received at least one chiasma. The non-random 

distribution of chiasmata is expected in the normal diploids (Jackson, 1982, 

1984; Jackson and Hauber, 1982). Normal non-random distribution can be 

attributed to the fact that chiasmata have a dual role in the meiotic economy of 

the cell (Southern, 1967). Besides genetic recombination, the segregation of 

hah bivalents depends on the mechanical role of chiasmata. Any deviation 

from this normality usually results from a mutation that effects the entire 

genome (hologenomic) or in a chromosome specific fashion (Jackson, 1984). 

h appears that in the chromosomal evolution of the 2n = 54 R. humulis race, a 

chromosome specific mutation in the two smallest chromosomes has caused 

the increase in univalency formation. 

The tendency for longer bivalents to have more than one chiasma is 

usually greater than that of smaller bivalents (John, 1990). In R. megalotis. 
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only the four largest bivalents had more than one chiasmata. However, h 

should be noted that length alone does not insure a greater number of 

chiasma. In the remaining species, extra chiasmata were found in a random 

distribution among all of the bivalents. 

Literature accounts show correlations between the pattern of chiasma 

distribution and C-band poshive heterochromatin. No correlations were evident 

in the distribution of chiasmata due to the occurrence of C band poshive 

heterochromatin in Reithrodontomys. The two highest percentages of interstitial 

chiasma were found in R montanus and R fulvescens. R. montanus has a 

biarmed karyotype and a great deal of consthuhive heterochromatin when 

compared to other Reithrodontomys (Hamilton et al., 1990). Conversely, R. 

fulvescens has a predominantly acrocentric set of chromosomes and very little 

C band poshive material (Hamilton et al., 1990). 

X and Y Chromosomal Associations 

In the four species of Reithrodontomys, 5.5% of the X and Y 

chromosomes were not associated at diakinesis. Similar results were found in 

the closely related genera Peromyscus (Hale and Greenbaum, 1986) and 

Balomys (Pathak et al., 1980). In Peromyscus sitkensis approximately 12% of 

the cells showed X and Y univalents (Hale and Greenbaum, 1986), and in 

Baiomys musculus, the majority of cells examined lacked any X and Y 

association (Pathak et al., 1980). 
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Solari and Ashley (1977) presented four hypotheses to explain the lack 

of pairing between the X and Y chromosomes during meiosis. The homologous 

regions of the sex chromosomes could be displaced, nonfunctional, reduced, or 

nonexistent. They proposed that in Psammomys obesus the pairing regions 

had been displaced by the addhion of heterochromatin. However, Hale and 

Greenbaum (1986) gave evidence that in Peromyscus sitkensis the addhion of 

heterochromatin had little or no effect on effective pairing of the sex 

chromosomes. In Reithrodontomys the X and Y chromosomes show an end-to-

end association similar to that described for Psammomys obesus (Ashley and 

Moses, 1980). Extensive blocks of heterochromatin occur near these regions of 

association in the sex chromosomes of Reithrodontomys (Hamilton et al., 1990). 

However, a detailed analysis of pachytene chromosomes is needed to 

determine extent of pairing and the effects of the added heterochromatin on sex 

chromosome behavior in Reithrodontomys. 

Autosomal Univalents 

Regular bivalent disjunction at anaphase I in organisms that form 

chiasmata requires that distribution should be non-random so that each bivalent 

receives at least one chiasma. In the n = 27 individuals of Reithrodontomys 

humulis, an unusually high number of autosomal univalents was found. Two 

individuals had cells whh at least 2 autosomal univalents per cell while the 

remaining 2 individuals had approximately 10% of the cells whh autosomal 
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univalents. In each case, the smallest chromosomes lacked chiasmata. 

Examples of achiasmatic meiosis are prevalent for insects, but the literature is 

limited for mammals. Pumell (1973) examined a strain of house mouse whh 

spontaneous univalent formation, and the most likely explanation is some type 

of genetic mutation affecting pairing control genes or chiasma formation. 

For every set of two univalents whhin a cell, there should be a 50% 

reduction in the gametic potential. In the 2 individuals whh at least 1 univalent 

set in each cell, hah of their gametes should be deficient. Examination of 

prophase II in R humulis showed that the 15 cells analyzed had the n = 27 

complement expected if disjunction had proceeded normally whh a probability 

of fh to the expected equaling 0.9999. Several explanations for the presence of 

univalents can be discussed. One possibility is that these small chromosomes 

are supernumerary in origin. However, the fact that no variation in chromosome 

number in prophase II cells indicates that this is unlikely. A second possible 

explanation is that R humulis has developed some ahernative method of 

disjunction for the smallest pair of chromosomes, and the necessity of chiasma 

for proper disjunction is eliminated. Third, if a genome has a particular 

attachment site in the prezygotene nucleus, for instance the nuclear membrane 

(Jackson, 1984), the chromosomes must be orientated close enough for normal 

synapsis to occur. Mutation that alter these attachment sites may prevent 

pairing (Jackson, 1984). Solari and Bianchi (1975) have proposed that sex 
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chromosomes may remain attached to the nuclear membrane throughout the 

early stages of meiosis and this facilitates regular disjunction. 

An ahernative to the previous hypotheses was proposed by Odorisio et 

al.. (1998). In this proposal, meiotic checkpoints monitor the efficiency of the 

process to insure proper disjunction of chromosomes. If proper synapsis 

doesn't occur, apoptosis is triggered at pachytene, thereby eliminating the 

unbalanced cell from completing gametogenisis (Odorisio et al., 1998). In this 

study, prophase 11 cells were examined from two individuals of R humulis XhaX 

had univalents in every cell at diakinesis. The checkpoint hypothesis may be 

operative at an eariier stage since no unbalanced prophase II cells were 

observed in this. Miklos (1974) suggested that there was a quantitative 

relationship between the extent of the lack of pairing and the power of the signal 

to trigger gamete loss. Because the smallest set of chromosomes is involved in 

R humulis, the signal possibly could be delayed until a later meiotic stage. 

Whhout further analysis, h is difficuh to distinguish among the possible causes of 

chiasma failure and mechanisms of chromosomal disjunction. 

Supernumerary Chromosomes 

Darlington (1956) was the first to suggest that supernumerary 

chromosomes might influence the amount of genetic variability whhin 

populations in which they occurred. Jones and Rees (1982) further postulated 

that this influence could be achieved by regulating the frequency and 
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distribution of chiasmata by compethion. genie control, or by decreasing the 

ability of some chromosomal segments to properly synapse. In support of these 

statements, empirical data have shown that supernumerary chromosomes have 

affected the frequency as well as the distribution of chiasmata among cells of 

grasshoppers (Barî er, 1960; Fletcher and Hewitt, 1980) and plants (Jones and 

Rees, 1967; Zarchi et al., 1974; Jackson, 1984). 

In the this study, the chiasma frequency in cells whh supernumerary 

chromosomes was not significantly different from those cells whhout them. 

Further examination of the number of supernumeraries per cell also showed no 

significant differences. Chiasmata between supernumerary chromosomes or 

between supernumeraries and autosomes were not observed. Therefore, in 

Reithrodontomys megalotis the presence or absence of supernumerary 

chromosomes does not increase or decrease the frequency of genetic 

recombination. These findings were emphasized by the lack of significant 

differences between Rl values of both groups. 

The lack of an effect of supernumerary chromosomes on chiasma 

frequency and distribution has been reported in various groups of animals 

(Hewitt, 1975; Schroeter and Hewitt, 1974) and plants (Vardi and Dover, 1972; 

Murray, 1976a). In both of these groups, the number of supernumeraries per 

cell had no effect. Zarchi et al.. (1974) reported populational differences in the 

effect of supernumerary chromosomes in Triticum speltoides. In two 

populations, supernumerary chromosomes reduced the overall chiasma 
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frequency while in two other populations there was no observable effect, h is 

possible that in Reithrodontomys megalotis a\\ of the individuals studied were 

from a single population. Therefore the lack of an effect may depend largely on 

the genetic make-up of individuals and not only on the presence or absence of 

supernumerary chromosomes. Additional populations of R megalotis need to 

be examined before definhive conclusions can be made. 

Although distribution of chiasma among all bivalents was considered 

non-random in both groups, the effect of supernumeraries on chiasma poshion 

within the bivalents was significant. Despite the fact that overall intersthial 

variation among cells whhout supernumeraries was not significant, cells whh 

more than two supernumeraries had significantly fewer proximal chiasma. 

Cells whh only one supernumerary were not different from those whhout the 

number of proximal chiasma. 

These findings are similar to those reported by Fletcher and Hewitt 

(1980). They suggested that supernumerary chromosomes may delay or cause 

complete failure of synapsis in proximal regions of the metacentric 

chromosomes of Euthystira brachyptera. This is interesting in the fact that the 

karyotype of R megalotis is composed entirely of a metacentric complement. 

Moreover, the heterochromatin associated whh the centromere in all 

chromosomes of Reithrodontomys also is found on the supernumeraries 

(Peppers et al., 1997). 
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Another possibility is that supemumerary chromosomes in R megalotis 

have a direct genetic control over the distribution of chiasma. Ahhough 

supernumerary chromosomes may have extensive heterochromatic regions, 

Peppers et al.. (1991) noted that in R megalotisXhey contained euchromatin. In 

Haplopappus gracilis, Jackson and Newmark (1960) showed that individuals 

whh supernumerary chromosomes affected intensity of color to the achenes 

when compared to individuals without them. Therefore, there is a possibility 

that in R. megalotis, supernumerary chromosomes have some genetic control 

on chiasma distribution. Whhout further empirical evidence of the genetic 

content of these supernumeraries, this proposal cannot be eliminated. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY 

There were two objectives in this dissertation. The first was to compare 

the distribution and frequency of chiasmata among male harvest mice. From 

examining the four species of Reithrodontomys irom the United States, R 

fulvescens and R. humulis have the highest Rl values and R. megalotis and R. 

montanus have the lowest. Among these species, the reduction in the number 

of linkage groups appears to indicate an increased specialization of genetic, 

chromosomal and environmental characters. Morphologic specialization does 

not follow this same trend. The most likely explanation for this lack of 

congruence is the semi-arboreal lifestyle of f?. fulvescens and the physical 

adaptations necessary for this niche; however, the selection for these 

phenotypic traits doesn't appear to override the necessity for increased 

recombination potential in this species. 

In all species examined in this study, a non-random distribution of 

chiasma was found. In other words, each homologous set of chromosomes 

received at least one chiasma. The noted exception to the previous statement 

occurred in the 2n = 54 cytotype of Reithrodontomys humulis. Two individuals 

of this previously unreported cytotype had the two smallest chromosome sets 

unpaired in all of the cells examined. In each case, an examination of prophase 

II cells indicated a normal chromosomal complement. To determine the exact 
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mechanism in which these two univalent chromosomes segregate, an extensive 

analysis of pre- and post-diakinesis stages of meiosis will be necessary. 

Ahhough the amount of C-band positive heterochromatin varies among 

the four species examined, there seem to be no discernible trends when 

looking at chiasma distribution. In this study, R montanus ,which has an all 

biamied karyotype whh copious amounts of C-band poshive material, had the 

highest number of intersthial shes per cell. R fulvescens, which has an all 

acrocentric karyotype and a reduced amount of C-band poshive 

heterochromatin, had the next highest number of interstitial sites. 

The sex chromosomes of each species have an end-to-end association. 

However, the presence or absence of chiasma was not identified in the current 

study. The X chromosomes were heteropycnotic in each species whh the long 

arms generally being stained than the short arms. Unpaired sex chromosomes 

were found in each species. 

The second objective was to evaluate the effects of supernumerary 

chromosomes on the frequency and localization of chiasmata in 

Reithrodontomys megalotis. Chiasma frequency did not differ significantly 

between cells with and whhout supernumeraries. This could be due to a lack of 

chiasma formation between the supernumeraries as well as a lack of crossing 

over between supernumeraries and the autosomes. Supernumerary 

chromosomes did not have an overall effect on the total number of intersthial 

chiasmata. However, cells that had more than one supernumerary contained 
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less proximal chiasmata than those whh one or none. This could be due to the 

fact that supernumeraries have been shown to hinder the formation of pairing 

sites and thus the formation of chiasma. Conversely, supernumerary 

chromosomes in R megalotis may exhibh some type of genetic control over 

distribution of chiasma. At present, empirical data supporting ehher hypothesis 

is not available and further investigations need to be undertaken. 
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